in the resulting images. Therefore, comparative studies are essential for objective interpretation. Even though image and data level comparison metrics are available, it is still difficult to compare results because of the numerous rendering parameters and algorithm specifications involved. Most of the previous comparison methods use information from final rendered images only. We overcome limitations of image level comparisons with our data level approach using intermediate rendering information. We provide a list of rendering parameters and algorithm specifications to guide comparison studies. We extend Williams and Uselton's rendering parameter list with algorithm specification items and provide guidance on how to compare algorithms. Real data are often too complex to study algorithm variations with confidence. Most of the analytic test data sets reported are often useful only for a limited feature of DVR algorithms. We provide simple and easily reproducible test data sets, a checkerboard and a ramp, that can make clear differences in a wide range of algorithm variations. With data level metrics, our test data sets make it possible to perform detailed comparison studies. A number of examples illustrate how to use these tools.
Introduction
Objective comparison methods for algorithms are important in scientific visualization. Globus and Uselton [6] argued that it is necessary to distinguish artifacts generated in the visualization pipeline from the data features. Image metrics have been developed as quality measures, but, unlike other fields, comparison studies of the quality and accuracy of scientific visualization methods have only recently started. The varying quality and accuracy of visualizations can be attributed to a number of factors including uncertainty in the data gathering and modeling processes, data derivation and transformation stages, and in the data visualization process itself as pointed out by Pang et al. [22] .
Klir [10] refines this by pointing out that uncertainty itself has many forms and dimensions and may include concepts such as fuzziness or vagueness, disagreement and conflicts, and imprecision and non-specificity. Since this paper is concerned with comparisons, uncertainty refers to differences arising from disagreement between two methods or sets of parameters.
Direct volume rendering, or DVR, is one of the most popular methods in visualizing 3D scalar fields. Some of the fundamental work can be found in Drebin et al. [4] and Levoy [13] . These have led to a number of different implementations some of which we examine in this paper. They include splatting reported in Westover [27, 28] and Laur and Hanrahan [12] , projection based algorithms such as those by Wilhelms and Van Gelder [29] and Williams and Max [30] , and speed optimizations such as Lacroute and Levoy's shear-warp [11] and volume texture map techniques proposed by Cabral et al. [3] and Van Gelder and Kim [25] . As is well known, each DVR method produces somewhat different images. The rendering parameter and algorithm settings are often dependent on the application domain. For example, proper settings for data from computational fluid dynamics field are often inappropriate for data from medical imaging fields. Variations in DVR algorithms often involve non-linear processes which make it difficult to quantify the resulting differences and also difficult to develop objective comparison metrics and methodologies. There has been research to classify image level errors generated by DVR methods such as Gaddipatti et al. [5] , Sahasrabudhe et al. [23] and Williams and Uselton [31] . However, most image level metrics
have limited capabilities because they analyze quantized image values only. In our earlier work [8, 9] , we proposed data level metrics and a methodology to perform an in-depth comparison study using the intermediate rendering information generated by DVR algorithms. Intermediate rendering information, such as the distance a ray penetrated and the number of cells visited provides quantitative measurements that provide insight as to what data contributed to each pixel. This information is used for comparing DVR algorithms.
In this paper, we present algorithm specifications and parameters, two test data sets: 3DChecker-Board and Ramp, and image and data level metrics to be used for in-depth comparison studies of DVR algorithms. The algorithm specifications include those that are often ambiguous or unspecified in published work, but can produce considerable differences in the final rendered images. Examples include differences among interpolation and gradient calculations, pipeline order, and compositing technique. These need to be clearly identified and specified as a pre-requisite for proper comparison. This paper provides the necessary specifications for a large class of DVR algorithms. While one can see a few test data sets, such as those from the Visible Human Project (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible human.html), that DVR researchers commonly use, the complexity of these data sets make them less than ideal for analyzing the complex interaction of different parameters on the resulting image. This paper proposes two simple, easily reproducible data sets that help amplify differences resulting from variations in algorithms specifications and parameter values. Finally, this paper utilizes data level metrics to enhance the comparative power of image level metrics alone, and demonstrate their usage with a number of case studies. We limit our case studies to static, regular or rectilinear, scalar volume data only.
A B C D E Figure 1 : The volume rendered images of High Potential Iron Protein (top row), University of North Carolina Chapel Hill MRI brain data (second row), the Marschner and Lobb's analytical data (third row), and our test data CheckerBoard (bottom row). Column D is generated by a projection algorithm while the others are generated by different raycasting variations. Details on the rendering specifications are given in Table 6 . can be observed but not much else beyond that. On the other hand, the bottom row of images show DVR renderings using one of our test data sets. The qualitative differences are much more obvious. And because the structure of the data is understood, one can get a better idea of what the algorithm is doing. Later in the paper, we illustrate how quantitative measures can be obtained using data level metrics that allow one to get a deeper understanding of the effects of different algorithm specifications and rendering parameters. The new datasets and metrics highlight differences between algorithms. In real datasets there will be subtle differences, but it will be hard to say what is superior. These tools make it clear why the differences exist. It is up to the developer to determine the appropriate trade-offs for their applications and datasets.
For the rest of this paper, we discuss: relevant previous work and an overview of the comparison process; a list of rendering parameters and specifications with an example taxonomy of DVR algorithms; test data sets; comparison metrics; results on three different comparisons; and conclusions.
Previous Work
The importance of comparing DVR algorithms has long been recognized, but efforts are few and far in between. Previous work in comparing the quality of DVR algorithms can be grouped into four general approaches. The first approach compares two or more DVR images using a barrage of image based metrics such as those used by Neumann [20] and Wittenbrink and Somani [33] . However, one must be aware of the limitations in popular summary image statistics such as mean square errors (MSE) and root mean square error (RMSE) as pointed out by Williams and Uselton [31] . For example, these measures cannot distinguish between noise in image versus structural differences in image. On the other hand, spatial structure based metrics such as those proposed by Sahasrabudhe et al. [23] , measure and highlight the extent of the inherent structures in the difference between images. Similarly, the wavelet based perceptual metrics proposed earlier by Gaddipatti et al. [5] take into account the frequency response of the human visual system on saliency measurements between two images to help steer further image generation. While these metrics may aid in the analyses of data sets using a particular volume renderer, they are not designed to bring out the differences caused by variations in different volume renderers or different algorithm settings.
The second approach compares raw data and intermediate information gathered during the rendering process. Since this approach uses more information than the image level approach, it can provide additional comparative information, and can potentially identify reasons behind differences in DVR images. Aside from comparing DVR algorithms [8, 9] , data level comparison has also been used for scalar data sets by Sahasrabudhe et al. [23] and vector data sets by Pagendarm and Post [21] . While this approach is promising, it also has a limitation. It may not be possible to use such an approach directly for some problems. For example, with DVR comparisons, a common base algorithm is necessary for collecting common comparison metrics [8, 9] .
The third approach uses analytical methods to calculate the error bounds of an algorithm. Representative work in this area includes analysis of errors in gradient calculations by Bentum et al.
[2], analysis of normal estimation schemes by Möller et al. [18] , and errors in filtering and reconstruction operations [1, 14, 16, 19, 20, 28, 33] . The limitation of an error bound is the difficulty of gauging the actual effects directly on a visualization.
The fourth approach compares renderers by using test data to highlight differences. For example, researchers have used points and lines [20] , cones and pyramids with slots [24, 26] , spheres and cubes [32, 33] , analytical functions [16, 19] , and tori [7] . The analytical data set introduced by Marschner and Lobb [16] has also been used in comparisons of gradient filters by Möller et al. [19] . Other examples include the CT scanned Head (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill), the Visible Human Project's data and molecular simulations data such as Hipip (High Potential Iron Protein) [11, 13, 29] . While using real world data tests nuances in the interaction of an algorithm with complex data, it makes the comparison of algorithm and parameter effects more difficult. On the other hand, having simple or analytically defined test data provides a straight forward means for computing reference solutions, and can facilitate comparisons.
Comparison Study Overview
The comparison architecture in Figure 2 allows us to compare DVR algorithms in two different ways. In Figure 2a , either the algorithm or relevant parts of the rendering parameters (described in Section 4) are held constant to study the effects of the free variable. For example, effects of different DVR implementations can be compared by running them on the same input data and the same set of rendering parameters. The resulting images are then compared using image level comparison techniques. This is the more traditional approach for comparing DVR images and algorithms. Details of how the generalized DVR algorithm in Figure 2b is implemented can be found in [8, 9] . Essentially, because there is a large variation in different DVR implementations, a base or reference approach is first selected. The base algorithm may either be projection based or ray based. For example, Van Gelder and Kim's [25] 3D volume texture algorithm can be simulated using a raycasting base algorithm. 3D volume texture algorithm takes parallel slices of equal thickness from the volume and composites them into the final image. This can be simulated with regularly sampled rays starting with the first slice [9] . Instead of a raycasting base algorithm, a projection based algorithm can also be used to simulate other DVR algorithms [8] . 
Rendering Parameters and DVR Algorithm Specifications
Rigorous parameter and algorithm specifications are pre-requisites for comparison studies of volume rendered images. In Williams and Uselton's work [31] , they recognized the importance of this issue and gave a listing of rendering parameters that need to be specified in order to generate volume rendered images amenable for comparison. However, they did not include the algorithm specifications which they referred to as implementation details of a volume rendering system. In this paper, we make explicit distinctions between these two groups and refer to them as rendering parameters and algorithm specifications.
Rendering Parameters
Rendering parameters specify the settings that are used for a DVR algorithm to generate an image.
Williams and Uselton [31] 
DVR Algorithm Specifications
DVR algorithm specifications define in detail a DVR algorithm. We classify DVR algorithm specifications into five major groups as shown in Table 2 : Specification groups for DVR Algorithms.
Reconstruction.
The reconstruction group represents the choice of algorithms for resampling discrete input data. The reconstruction process differs between image order and object order algorithms. For ray casting the reconstruction kernel and sampling pattern are specified, while for splatting the profile and weights of the splats are specified.
Specifications about how data are stored and handled are included in the reconstruction group because these affect the reconstruction process. The list includes geometry type, data locations, and intra-cell interpolation (or approximation) functions. There are four general types of data geometries: regular (R), rectilinear (RL), curvilinear (CL), or unstructured mesh (U). In this paper, we focus only on comparing regular or rectilinear grids. Data locations can be modeled as a cell (CELL) or voxel (VOXEL) . In a cell model, 8 data locations can affect material presence within a cell and the data values are interpolated at intra-cell locations. Trilinear (TL) interpolation is typically used for intra-cell interpolation but some higher order functions are also used. In a voxel model, materials are centered around data locations. Various types of distance functions are used to calculate the influence (or footprints for object order algorithms) of a voxel. In this paper, we use the smoothness (or continuity) and the order of the error function (EF) to specify the higher order reconstruction functions as in Möller et al. [19] . For example, we can use a cubic function that is ¾ continuous and has an order of 2 for intra-cell interpolations.
Sampling pattern refers to any description regarding the distributions of sampled points in the z direction of the viewing coordinate system. There are three basic types: regular sampling (REG), cell face sampling (CF), and volume slicing (VS). Together with the sampling pattern, the threshold condition for terminating the rays should also be specified.
Projection based algorithms such as coherent projection and splatting use either cell projections (CELL PROJECTION) or Gaussian (GAUSSIAN) footprints to composite material contributions from a cell (or voxel) to the screen. A set of polygons are often used to approximate the influence from a voxel (or cell). The profiles of the set of polygons should be specified along with any approximation functions used for the material accumulations.
Classification.
The classification group refers to mapping methods that map data values to different materials or surfaces. It includes transfer functions, and surface classification functions.
The data values are typically mapped to color (red, green, blue) and opacity values. A subtle distinction should be made in how the colors in the classification functions are defined. In associative (AS) classification (or transfer) functions, a user defines RGB values to be influenced by opacity values. The intensities of RGB components are dependent on the opacity function defined, which seems to be the majority of the cases. In non-associative (NAS) functions, intensities of RGB components are independent of opacity values. In other words, NAS or AS specifies whether the transfer function for color and opacity channel have the same scalar domain or not. Users should define RGB intensities as material properties and opacity acts only as an occlusion factor at the sample points. However, the opacity components affect the RGB intensities of samples when the color is integrated over a distance. This is also related to color integration and compositing equation specifications. Some published work does not make a clear distinction in this category. We will clear some of these up using a taxonomy of algorithms later in this section. as in Levoy [13] . This operator computes gradients at data locations using differences between neighboring data values in x, y, z direction. Its one-dimensional convolution kernel is
The gradient vectors for locations other than at data locations are interpolated using the gradients at the eight nearest surrounding data locations. Another method is to compute gradient vectors situated between data locations using differences in data values at the immediate neighbors. This is called the Intermediate Difference Operator (InterDiff) [26] .
The differences in locations of gradient vectors calculated, using these operators, are illustrated in Figure 3 More expensive variations involve using more neighboring data locations and correspondingly higher order filters. In this paper, we specify the filters by using the smoothness (or continuity)
C and error function (EF) order as described in Möller [19] . They are used in the same way that reconstruction functions are specified in the data model group. We also need to specify how to evaluate gradient vectors at the boundary of the volume data as there may be ambiguities there.
For example, volume data may be padded with null values outside the border or they may be padded with their immediate neighbor's values.
Rendering Pipeline Order.
The pipeline order group defines the sequence of material classification and interpolation. We identify three variations in this paper, and refer to them as data interpolation (DATA), color interpolation (COLOR) and color interpolation with opacity weighting (COLOR-OW). First, at arbitrary sampling locations, one can interpolate and then classify data values (DATA). Second, in algorithms such as Levoy's [13] , the data are classified at the voxel locations and colors are interpolated at the sample locations (COLOR). The third way is to classify the material at voxel locations and then interpolate colors with opacity-weighting at sample points as in Wittenbrink et al. [32] . The detailed comparisons of these three approaches, in terms of material classification, rendering qualities, and computational complexities, are described in Wittenbrink et al. [32] .
Color and Lighting.
The color and lighting group relates to the illumination, shading, and compositing process. Raycasting using regular sampling may be used with a discrete (DISC) compositing process wherein the sampled color is directly used without additional consideration to the sampling distances. However, when samples are taken at non-regular distances (such as CF sam- [17, 29] . For a given sampled (and integrated) color (C), different algorithms use one of following equations
Here ´ « µ is an associated color (opacity-weighted) , « is the opacity, and is an unassociated (unweighted) color. Equation 3 is used for back-to-front or front-to-back while Equation 
Detailed Algorithm Specifications
The algorithm specifications described in the previous section cover the major sources of differences in DVR algorithms. More precise specifications need to be made if an exact comparison is desired. However, it may not be always possible to achieve this. For example, when volume cells are projected, the projected polygons are likely to be rendered in hardware. Rendering results vary depending on the hardware scan conversions where detailed specifications are often hard to obtain.
Fortunately, software simulations of the scan conversion process can standardize such hardware dependencies and bound the discrepancies to within a certain range. For example, we simulated the coherent projection algorithm and measured the differences between color values in all the vertices of all the projected polygons with the original algorithm [8] . The differences were less than 
Taxonomy
algorithm data location pipeline order sampling tr fn footprint Levoy [13] CELL COLOR REG NAS Coherent Proj. [29] CELL, VOXEL DATA CF NAS CELL Splatting [12, 27] VOXEL DATA AS GAUSSIAN Shear-warp [11] CELL COLOR CF NAS Voltx [25] CELL, VOXEL COLOR VS NAS Opacity-Weighting [32] CELL, VOXEL COLOR-OW R AS Table 3 : Some algorithms with specifications in data location (CELL or VOXEL model), pipeline order (COLOR, DATA, or color interpolation with opacity-weighting (COLOR-OW)), sampling (Regular (R), Cell face intersection (CF) or Volume slicing (VS)), transfer function (tr fn) (Associative (AS) or Non-Associative (NAS)) and footprint profile (footprint) (Cell projection (CELL) or Gaussian (Gaussian)).
Here, we give a taxonomy of some popular DVR algorithms based on their specifications. This taxonomy can be used as a guide to study the algorithms and explains specifications that are easily neglected and ambiguous in some published work. Table 3 and Table 4 show specifications of some algorithms. Algorithms such as ray casting and coherent projection [13, 29] generally but the specifications show the typical usage of the algorithms as published. However, algorithms such as shear-warp [11] and voltx [25] , have performance advantages when used with the specific settings, so comparisons with other settings might degrade performance considerably.
The list of algorithms in both tables are not meant to be exhaustive but demonstrate how some published algorithms may be specified with our list of specifications. Table 5 shows an example of an algorithm classification in terms of sampling/projection profile and color compositing groups.
The blank entries are combinations that we have not reviewed or do not have published results for.
Test Data Sets
We used the goals of simplicity, generality, and maximizing rendering differences to define two test datasets: 3DCheckerBoard and Ramp. The 3DCheckerBoard is defined as voxel values,
Here the voxels , , over the domain ¼ Ò ½ , and take values of Ä (low) or À (high). Distance,
, is an integer constant that allows the checks to be
in width in each dimension.
The datasets are defined to be Ò¢Ò¢Ò in size. Ramp can vary in any of the three directions individually or simultaneously by using a different ¬ . Figure 4b shows an example Ramp dataset. For simplicity we do not discuss pre-filtering the datasets.
Metrics
Although some new image level metrics have been developed to quantify structural and perceptual differences [5, 23, 31] , we use two basic image level metrics namely: MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error). While it has limitations or can be misleading as pointed out by Williams and Uselton [31] , RMSE is one of the most widely used image level metrics. We use We include these image level summary statistics for measuring general differences as a point of reference and because they are well known. Perceptual image metrics are not included because the test data sets are already supposed to highlight differences in the algorithms. In fact, one can easily observe structural patterns in the images in the next section. Perceptual metrics would simply produce high values for such images with obvious spatial structures. Hence, the primary metrics that we use in Section 7 are data level metrics. Several types of data level metrics that utilize intermediate data were introduced in [8, 9] . Recall that in order to collect data level metrics that can be compared across different classes of DVR algorithms, the algorithms to be compared must first be simulated by a common base algorithm. This step also ensures that the intermediate rendering data are registered and ready for comparison.
In this paper, we use several threshold based metrics such as NS (Number of Samples), NSD To calculate the correlation between two vectors of sample colors collected by two different algorithms, we let Î and Ï be two random variables representing the two normalized sample color vectors along the viewing direction. The statistical correlation between these two random variables is defined by
where ÓÚ´Î Ïµ is the covariance of the two random variables, Î and Ï are the means of of Î and Ï , is the expectation, and denotes standard deviation of the random variable. The closer is to 1, the more correlated the two sample color vectors are. The correlation metric (Corr) at each pixel location may be color mapped (as in Figure 14 ) or averaged to obtain a mean correlation value for the entire image (as in Table 9 ).
Sample colors are usually represented by separate red, green, and blue color and opacity channels which may or may not be correlated to each other. Hence, the correlation metric is calculated for three color channels to provide additional information when comparing two different renderings.
Results
In this section, we present three examples to show how our test data are used in comparison studies of DVR algorithms using both image and data level metrics. In most of the examples, parallel projections with simple orthographic views are used. The simple viewing setup coupled with data sets that are easy to understand helps us in understanding and pinpointing the effects of different algorithm specifications as discussed in the examples below. That is, the simple viewing setup produces patterns in the resulting image that can be readily explained given the algorithm specifications. On the other hand, changing the projection from parallel to perspective (see Figure 9) or changing to a non-orthogonal view (see Figure 10 ) may be less effective for this task. Another reason why we do not recommend using perspective projection is because some algorithms, such as coherent projection, are limited to parallel projections.
When looking at the images in the three examples to follow, the rendered images may appear to be abstract and not what one might think the data ought to look like. It is because rendering results of our test data sets can vary widely depending on algorithms and their settings. This is in fact one of the main reasons for designing test data that are very simple. They immediately bring these differences to the forefront and raise our attention, whereas more complex data set renderings would not be easy to interpret. Furthermore, because we know the simple structure of the data sets, the appearance of the renderings directly helps us explain the effects of the different algorithm specifications. This is achieved with the aid of data level metrics as described in the examples below. Of course, as can be seen in the images in this section, some of the differences are more significant than others. The ability to alter one or more algorithm specification at a time, allows us to determine which combinations have more impact on the resulting images.
Pipeline Order, Compositing, Data Model
In this example, we experimented with variations in specification groups such as data model, rendering pipeline order, and color integration. Variations in algorithm specifications are given in Table 6 . Other specifications such as sampling patterns are held constant and their details are described in the Appendix (Figure 17 ). Figure 6 shows the rendered images of 3DCheckerBoard Table 6 : Specifications for the algorithms that generated images A to E in Figure 6 .
An obvious difference can be noticed by simply changing the order of operations in the pipeline. Figure 1 ) are generated by DVR algorithms with specifications given in Table 6 . Image F to I are differences of B to E with the reference image This results in a smoother transition of intensity from the data value to the cell boundary. The examples shown in Figure 6 demonstrate how the 3DCheckerBoard can be used to identify and estimate the differences between variations in a wide range of parameters for a given transfer function. The RMSE and MAE image level measurements in Figure 8 show that we obtain the biggest difference when we vary the rendering pipeline order (I). On the other hand, changing the choice of color compositing (F) produced the least difference.
We reiterate why it is important to use simple data sets in analyzing different algorithm variations. Figure 1 shows how our test data set compares to Marschner and Lobb's test data for the same example as Figure 6 . Our test data more clearly indicates differences amongst the variations. Furthermore, it is also important to use viewing parameters that do not unduly complicate the analysis.
So far we have used a simple orthogonal view using parallel projection to clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our test data. However, one can do a similar analysis using different settings for a more complete comparison study of algorithms. Figure 9 illustrates what happens with perspective projection, and Figure 10 compares non-orthogonal views. The differences among algorithms in Figure 9 are not as dramatic. Minimal additional information about the algorithm is gained by the perspective views, and they complicate the analysis task. In image D of Figure 10 , Coherent Projection shows more material content because each volume cell is projected into more than one polygon. While additional information is made available in the images, the patterns in the resulting images are highly dependent on the viewing angle, and also complicates the analysis task.
A B C E view Figure 9 : Renderings of algorithm A, B, C, and E using a perspective view.
Surface Classifications
In this example, we demonstrate how the Ramp data with Ò can be used to study variations in surface classification functions. The data has a minimum of zero and maximum of 255 and changes linearly along the x-direction (from the left to the right in the images). The detailed specifications of the surface classifications are described by Table 10 used a raycasting algorithm for this example. All images (¾ ¢ ¾ ) are generated with identical algorithm specifications except for those specified in Table 7 : DVR pipeline order and surface classification methods for the images in Figure 11 .
Binary classification is used in Figure 11 The rightmost image on the top row of Figure 11 , AEË « ¼ , shows the difference in the number samples needed to reach the threshold « ¼ for each pixel in Figures 11 A and 11 B.
The metric is collected only if both algorithms A and B reach the threshold (0.95) opacity for that pixel. Otherwise, the pixel is colored black. Although the image level metric ( ) does not show considerable differences in the highlighted region, it confirms that there are differences in the number of samples needed to reach the same opacity, in this case, « ¼ . Using data level metrics such as these, a user can examine how algorithms differ in different regions of the volume data. Table 9 gives some additional metrics such as AEË « ¼ and sample color correlations at each pixel that are averaged over all non-black pixels.
The bottom row of Figure 11 shows differences between a Binary Surface classification and an Iso-value Contour Surface classification. Unlike Binary classification, the thickness of Iso-value Contour surface can be controlled by the region transition thickness (Ö) and gradient magnitude around surfaces (see Table 13 in the Appendix). The differences can be measured and analyzed similar to the top row in Figure 11 using both image and data level approaches. Summary statistics of the images in Figure 11 are presented in Tables 8-9 . They suggest that we generally have bigger differences in than . The image level metrics (MAE, RMSE) of can be misleading because they are averaged over the larger area to be compared. The data level metrics provided more contextual explanations for the differences. For example, Å Ò Ó Ö Ö « ¼ (Table   9 ) shows high correlation of sampled color but lower values in opacity channels. This suggests that the main source of difference was from sampled opacity values. It should be noted that these observations do not represent any general quality comparisons between surface classifications.
Surface classification definitions can create large differences. This example simply demonstrates how our simple test data and metrics can be used to estimate and investigate the nominal differences in the user-specified surface classifications. Compared to data sets such as CTHead and MRBrain used in Figure 1 , the simplicity of the Ramp data makes it superior in measuring effects of different surface classification alternatives. The data level metrics aid in finding the sources of differences and in finding the closest alternative to a given surface classification. Table 9 : Number of Samples Differences (NSD) and Mean Correlations (MeanCorr) at two different threshold conditions on the accumulated opacity («) at each pixel. Statistics for NSD are given in (minimum, maximum) pairs. Statistics for MeanCorrs are given in (color, opacity) channel pairs, and are measured by averaging over all non-black pixels. Figure 12 demonstrates a different usage of 3DCheckerBoard for measuring differences between gradient calculation methods. All images are rendered using the Region Boundary Surface classification with data interpolation (DATA). This volume surface classification is usually used with color interpolation as in Lacroute [11] and Levoy [13] . However, we use data interpolation instead to illustrate the differences in the gradient calculation. The viewing direction is orthogonal to a face of the volume's bounding box. The data size is ¿ . The material colors and the surface classifications are given in Figure 18 of the Appendix. In Figure 12A , the algorithm uses the popular 6 point Central Difference Operator (CentDiff)
Gradient Calculations
at the data points. The gradients are interpolated by tri-linear functions at any intra-cell sample points. In this case, the gradient magnitude will always be zero because data values alternate and hence are the same for every other point. Because of this, Figure 12A shows the rendering of ambient colors only. Figure 12D . Note that the grid structure shown in the images is not the grid structure of the volume. In Figure 12A , the darker and slightly reddish areas are where grid points are located because we defined such material color at the data points ( Figure 18a ). it is partially due to the material color distributions in the classification function defined in Figure   18a . However, around data points, there are less correlations in CentDiff vs InterDiff ( Ó Ö Ö « ¼ ½ ) than compared to CentDiff vs other Derivative Filters. In this example, we focus on generating distinctively different patterns for each gradient calculation patterns. Note that it is generally difficult to specify a single transfer/classification function for comparing all aspects of rendering qualities. In this paper, transfer/classification functions are defined for each test data set so that certain specification variations would generate the worst cases of differences. Therefore, our test data go with different transfer functions and the image and data level comparison studies can be done accordingly.
We demonstrated how the test data sets can be used to differentiate among many specification items as well as to estimate and evaluate their differences. However, we found that it is not straight-forward to generate test cases that can differentiate certain algorithm variations. For example, it is not easy to generate distinctively different images for algorithms using different gradient calculation with derivative filters given by Möller [19] . The examples shown may seem to suggest that simple datasets that highlight differences are easy to synthesize. The following example is provided to give an indication to the contrary. Using a varying frequency checker board was anticipated to be a good gradient error comparison because gradient filters have different sizes
and weights. Figure 15 shows the differences in some of the derivative filters. The size of the entire data is ¾ ¢ ¾ ¢ and it consists of 9 sub-data blocks. Each block of data is a ¢ ¢ 3DCheckerBoard. We gave different distance and size of steps (step) to increment or decrement the data values between minimum and maximum values. are specified in Figure 19 of the Appendix. These variations are attempts to increase differences and generate distinctively different images for as many derivative filters as possible. However, it does not generate more or better measures than the general qualitative differences that can be assessed by Marschner and Lobb's [16] data. For general quality comparisons of new algorithm variations, some widely used standard test data (such as MRI brain) or specially designed data [16, 20, 33] have been used. In some cases, these data sets can be superior differentiators between algorithms. The advantage of our test suite is in differentiating specification items and performing detailed comparison studies of algorithms using image and data level metrics. It includes assessing differences in special or worst cases.
Summary
We discussed the list of important specifications for DVR algorithms. This list includes possibly subtle variations that may often be ambiguous or even ignored in the published literature in the field of volume rendering. We then presented two simple data sets that can be used for clearly identifying variations in the algorithm specifications. The datasets generate differences that make it simple to distinguish between rendering variants. This is a marked improvement over using test data, where verisimilitude is the goal, because variations are only slight and may be overlooked.
We showed examples of the superiority of the checkerboard data over the commonly used MRI brain, Hipip, and Marschner and Lobb data sets. The examples demonstrate the usage of the DVR algorithm specification list and test data sets for in depth comparison studies via both image and data level metrics. We also gave detailed specifications for our examples so that other researchers may make more quantitative comparisons of different DVR methods. Our comparison study includes assessing differences in special and worst cases for the given algorithm variations. The new datasets and metrics highlight differences between algorithms. In real datasets there will be subtle differences, but it will be hard to say what is superior. These tools make it clear why the differences exist. It is up to the developer to determine the appropriate trade-offs for their applications and datasets.
Most of the previous comparison methods use information from final rendered images only. We overcome limitations of image level comparisons with our data level approach using intermediate rendering information. We provide a list of rendering parameters and algorithm specifications to guide comparison studies. We extend Williams and Uselton's rendering parameter list with algorithm specification items and provide guidance on how to compare algorithms. Real data is often too complex to study algorithm variations with confidence. Most of the analytic test data sets reported are often useful only for a limited feature of DVR algorithms. We provide simple and easily reproducible test data sets, a checkerboard and a ramp, that can make clear differences in a wide range of algorithm variations. With data level metrics, our test data sets make it possible to perform detailed comparison studies.
Part of the results of this paper are to conclude that designing data to highlight differences is difficult. And, we found that it was not possible in some cases to generate test data that resulted in strong differences. In the beginning of this paper, we gave an overview of comparison studies in which we use the specification list and test data sets from our earlier work [8, 9] . The tools presented here can be considered as another step towards an on-going research goal of providing more standardized and objective comparison for DVR algorithms. We plan to extend and strengthen all the steps involved in the comparison process including data level metrics, test data sets, and DVR algorithm specifications.
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A Appendix
In this section, we provide details of the rendering parameters and algorithm specifications used to generate the images in the result section. Table 12 : Binary Surface specifications for the algorithm used to generate the image C of Figure 11 . Table 13 : Iso-value Contour Surface specifications for the algorithm used to generate the image D of Figure 11 .
In order to specify Iso-value Contour and Region Boundary Surface classifications, we give coefficients for the formula defined in Levoy [13] . For Iso-value Contour Surfaces, we give the iso-value ( Ú ) for the surface, its opacity (« Ú ) and the transition region thickness Ö. For Region Boundary Surfaces, we give the data values of region boundaries ( Ú ), its opacity (« Ú ) and its color intensities. We also give a function table that maps the given gradient magnitude to a value to be multiplied to the color(or opacity) values resulted from the classification function [13] . Table 10 to Table 13 provide the surface classification definitions for the algorithm used in Figure 11 (A -D). We gave the data range and color intensity for Binary Surface classification. All renderings were done in grey scale for this example. Similar definitions are given for the example of gradient calculations ( Figure 12 ). The material color is given in Figure 18a and its Region Boundary Surface specifications are given in Figure 18b . We used a linear function (given in Figure 18c ) that scales gradient magnitudes before multiplying with the « Ú opacity values from the Region Boundary Surface classification.
The block diagram and details for the data used in Figure 15 are given in Figure 19 frequency sizes and the step sizes are given in each dimension. 
